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Abst rac t - -We introduce the concept of inheritable properties ofmultivalued maps, and show how 
this concept, when combined with interval arithmetic and representable multivalued approximations, 
may be used in adapting topological methods to computer assisted proofs in dynamics. As our 
first example, we propose a simple geometric riterion for chaos. A more sophisticated example 
is the Conley index theory. We show how the computation for the Conley index for multivalued 
representable maps may be reduced to a finite computation. This reduction was used in the computer 
assisted proof of chaos in the Lorenz equations represented in [1]. 
Keywords- - Interval  rithmetic, Mulitivalued nmps, Computer assisted proofs, Isolating neigh- 
borhoods, Conley index theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite the enormous achievements of the theory of dynamical systems, as well as the theory of 
differential equations, the researcher t ying to understand of the global asymptotic dynamics of a 
concrete nonlinear differential equation realizes quite often that the theory is still far from being 
rigorously applicable to the equation of his interest. Thus, the role of mathematics in such a case 
is reduced to providing numerical algorithms for solving the equation, whereas the theoretical 
achievements of the theory of dynamical systems have to be left aside. On the other hand, there 
is a growing number of examples exhibiting the existence of spurious solutions, i.e., solutions 
of some fixed qualitative behavior, which exist in a sequence of discretizations tending to the 
original equation, but loosen the behaviour in the limit (see [2]). The problems with applying the 
theoretical results to concrete nonlinear differential equations uggest hat nonlinearity may be 
related to complexity of proofs which, in concrete xamples, goes beyond the human abilities. I f  
this is really the case, then the natural step would be to employ computers to help in complicated 
proofs. Such an approach is not a total novum; let us recall here the famous role of computers 
in solving the graph coloring problem (see [3,4]). Actually, many classes of problems in discrete 
mathematics and algebra have been shown to be algorithmically provable or refutable (see [5]). 
Analysis did not reach that stage yet, but there are signs that it will follow. In fact, one of the 
obstacles which still distracts ome people from computer assisted proofs in analysis, namely the 
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lack of rigor caused by the presence of rounding errors in arithmetic operations on real numbers, 
has been overcome already in the 1960's by means of so-called interval arithmetic (see [6]). The 
idea is to give up attempts to compute xact results, but to get rigorous estimates ofthe required 
results instead. This makes conditions defined in terms of strong inequalities verifiable in a finite 
computation. Unfortunately, such conditions are usually of little interest in themselves. To 
get real applications, one needs to combine interval computations with theorems which convert 
inequalities into equalities. A good example of such a theorem is the Darboux property used by 
Hastings and Troy, and then by Hassard and Zhang (see [7,8]; also comp. [9]) in their computer 
assisted proof of the existence of a homoclinic trajectory in the Lorenz equations. One should 
mention that no classical proof of this fact is known. Another example is the Banach Contraction 
Principle used by Koch, Schenkel, and Wittwer [10] to give another proof of the existence of a 
solution for the Feigenbaum equation. 
By their very nature, the methods of interval arithmetic may be applied to problems which 
either are one-dimensional or may somehow be reduced to a one-dimensional inequality condition. 
There are already many interesting applications of such an approach (see [10-13] and references 
therein). Another method is to look for a bridge between the finite dynamics on finite sets, 
where everything is verifiable, and the infinite dynamics on continua, which appear in differential 
equations. Such a bridge is provided by multivalued representable maps (comp. [1,14-16]), which 
arise in a natural way from numerically computed t-translation operators along the trajectories 
of a flow, when the computed value is surrounded by a ball of radius being the error estimate 
of the computed value. An important property of representable multivalued maps is that they 
admit finite coding, which makes them treatable by purely combinatorial methods. On the other 
hand, they are maps of continua with well-developed continuity concepts. This means that many 
set-theoretic and topological properties of such maps are verifiable in a finite computation. Of 
course, from the point of view of differential equations, multivalued maps do not constitute an 
object of interest in themselves. To apply them fruitfully to single-valued dynamics, one needs 
verifiable properties which are also inheritable, i.e., properties, which carry over from multivalued 
maps to arbitrary continuous selectors of these maps. 
As one can expect, in general, properties of real interest in dynamics are not inheritable. 
Thus, theorems converting appropriate inheritable properties into the noninheritable properties 
of interest are also needed. In fact, topological dynamics already provide many theorems of this 
kind. The aim of this paper is to show the potential of the topological methods in computer 
assisted proofs in dynamics along the lines described above. Of course, interval arithmetic is one 
of the ingredients of the proposed method, but the novum lies in the global approach unifying 
mathematics of finite sets and continua. Moreover, it looks like the proposed topological methods 
offer algorithms which are essentially faster than the algorithms based on smoothness conditions. 
This is related to the fact that the rigorous estimation of the spatial derivative along a solution 
involves solving not only the original equation, but also the equation in variations, which raises 
the dimension of the problem from n to n + n 2. 
We begin the paper with a brief discussion of interval arithmetic in Section 2. In Section 3, we 
introduce representable s ts as a means of discretizing the space. Then we discuss multivalued 
representable maps, which serve as a tool for discretizing single-valued maps. In Section 5, we 
define inheritable properties of multivalued maps and present some simple examples of inheritable 
properties. The following section contains a geometric riterion for chaotic dynamics, which is 
an important but elementary example of an existence criterion in dynamics based on inheritable 
properties. In the last two sections, we show that the Conley index theory (see [17-20]) is a 
natural source of theorems based on inheritable properties. 
Throughout the paper, the sets of reals, nonnegative r als, integers, nonnegative integers, 
natural numbers, and rationals are denoted by R, R +, Z, Z +, N, Q, respectively. Reals and 
integers upplemented bythe negative and positive infinity will be denoted by R, Z, respectively. 
For any set X, the notation P(X) will stand for the family of all subsets of X. If X is a metric 
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space and A c X, then we denote the boundary, the interior, and the closure of A, respectively, 
by bd A, f A and cl A. If x 6 X and r > 0, then B(x, r) will denote the closed ball of center x 
and radius r. Similarly, if A C X, then we put B(A, r) := {y 6 X I dist(y, A) < r}. 
2. INTERVAL AR ITHMETIC  
Let us begin with a discussion of the computer arithmetic which, due to the presence of rounding 
errors, is often considered as useless from the point of view of any rigorous results. For obvious 
reasons, only a finite set R C R of real numbers, called representable numbers, can be used in 
computer arithmetic and the computer implementation of the four basic arithmetic operations 
(%- , * , / )  can be performed on the elements of this set only. The result of such an operation must 
be also in R. Thus, it is usually approximate, but in most present days hardware, it is guaranteed 
that there is no other representable number between the exact result and the computed result. 
This makes some rigorous claims possible. To illustrate this fact with a very simple example, let 
us consider a (very poor) computer, which admits the following set of representable numbers: 
= {1.0, 1.1, 1.2,... 3.0}. 
The question is can we use this computer to prove that the equation 
1.3x = 1.8 
has a solution in the set R of all real numbers. Our computer produces the following table. 
1.3x 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.6 
The above table is not enough to claim that 1.4 is a solution, because of the presence of 
rounding errors. However, we can claim that 
1 .3 .1 .3<1.8<1.3 .1 .5 .  
This is enough to use the Bolzano Theorem (Darboux property) to conclude that a solution 
indeed exists. 
Of course, the above example worked because the approximate results were not involved in 
further computations. To solve some real problems by this method, we need a rounding tracking 
mechanism. Such a mechanism was actually developed many years ago. It is known as the 
interval arithmetic (see [6]). Let us recall briefly the main ideas. Assume A is a subset of R. One 
defines the set of intervals over A by 
Z(A) := {[a, b] [ a, b e A, a _< b}. 
We treat the set of real numbers as a subset of 2:(R) via the following natural embedding: 
Let o e {+, -, *,/}. We extend the arithmetic operations to I, J 6 2[(R) by 
{a o b I a 6 I, b 6 J}, if all a o b for a 6 I, b 6 J are well defined, 
I o J  := [-oo, +oo], otherwise, 
The intervals over the set of representable numbers are called representable intervals. By 
the representation of a real number x 6 R, we mean any representable interval containing x. 
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Similarly, we define the representation ofan interval I • Z(R) as a representable interval J D I. 
The optimum representation of I is given by 
We define the adjusted arithmetic operations on representable intervals I, J • Z(R) by 
I 6g := I ( Iog).  
Let us notice that the adjusted arithmetic operations on representable intervals are not asso- 
ciative in general. 
Assume Q : R p --* R is a rational function. By an implementation f Q, we mean a function 
Q : RP --. Z(R) obtained by replacing every arithmetic operation in Q by the corresponding 
adjusted arithmetic operation in 27(R). Note that this requires fixing some order in which the 
arithmetic operations will be performed. Thus, a rational function may have several implemen- 
tations depending on the order of evaluation of the arithmetic operations. Nevertheless, one can 
easily prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume Q is an implementation fa rational function Q. Then 
V(Xl,X2,...Xp) • R p, Q (271,X2,...Xp) • Q(Xl,X2,.. .Xp). 
Interval arithmetic ombined with the Darboux property provides a method to establish rig- 
orously zeros of rational functions with the assistance of a computer. In particular, it enables 
rigorous numerical shooting in differential equations. This approach was used recently by Has- 
sard, Hastings, Troy, and Zhang to establish the existence of a solution homoclinic to the origin 
in the Lorenz system (see [7-9]). Our goal is to show how to apply in a similar way topological 
tools more sophisticated than the Darboux property. 
3. D ISCRET IZAT ION OF SPACE 
The main idea is to build a bridge between the mathematics of finite and infinite sets. In other 
words, we need an object which may be treated as belonging to both worlds. We begin with 
discretizing the space. 
Let X be a subspace of R n. For .4 c :P(X), x 6 X, and A C X denote 
1.41 := U{a  l a e .4}, 
.4(~) := {a e .41~ e a}, 
.4(A) := {a e `41 a n A # 0}. 
We will say that the family G is a grid in X if the following conditions are satisfied: 
VK C X compact, 1 < cardG(K) < oo, (1) 
V a e G, O # a = cl ( /  a) , (2) 
Va1,a26~, a l#a2 ~ /a lN /a2=0.  (3) 
The grid G will be called convex if all elements of G are convex. The supremum of the diameters of
the elements of G will be called the diameter of G and denoted iam G. Note that properties (2),(3) 
imply 
/ I  
a26~,  al #a2 ~ a iM/a2=0.  (4) Val, 
J 
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Let 7 > 0. We define the standard -/-grid in R d as the collection 
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G~ := G~ := {[n:7, (nl + 1)71 x . . .  x [naT,(na + 1)'r] t (n l , . . .n~) • Zd}. 
One can easily verify the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. i. ~ is a grid. 
Our next proposition summarizes basic properties of grids. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. /£~ is a grid in X ,  then 
f 
a • g, x • ] a ~ g(z) = {a}, 
Vx•X3a•g3{xn}c . /a  x ,  -* x,  
V x • X 3V  an open neighborhood o£ x : y • V 
V.4,BcG, .4cB ,~  1.41 c IBI. 
g(y) c g(x), 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
PROOF. Property (5) follows immediately from (3) and property (6) from (2). To prove (7), 
assume the contrary. Then there exists an x • a • G, and sequences {xn} C IGI, {an} c G such 
that Xn -* x and x f[ an. By (1), g({xn}) is finite. Thus, passing to subsequences if necessary, 
we may assume that an = a for all n • N. Since a is closed, we get x • a, a contradiction. 
In order to prove (8), first observe that the implication 
.4 c B =~ 1.41 c IBI 
is obvious. To prove the opposite implication, assume that 1.41 c It~l and there exists an a • .4\B. 
Choose an x • fa .  Obviously, x • 1.41, thus, also z • IBI, i.e., there exists a b • B, b ~ a such 
that x • b. Thus, b n f a ~ 0, which contradicts (4). I 
The elements of a given grid will serve as quants of space and sets will be represented by finite 
families of such sets. In the quantized space, something like the minimal neighborhood makes 
sense. It is formalized as follows. If G is a grid and .4 C G, then we define 
A~ :=A* := {g•  g l3a•  Agna #0}.  
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume g is a grid, A, B c g and A, c g for ~ E I. Then 
`4cB ~ A* cB* ,  
(U  {`4, I ,e  1})*--U{x: I ,  e '}, 
IAI n IBI c IAnB*I .  
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
PROOF. Properties (9) and (10) are obvious. To prove (11), take x E I`4l n [B[. Then, there exist 
aE`4 ,  bEBsuchthatxEanb.  In particular, anb~O, i .e . ,aEB* .  Thus, x E [,4nB*[. ] 
A compact set Z C X will be called representable over a grid G if there exists a finite collection 
{Zi}i----1 ..... k of subfamilies of g such that 
k 
z=U 
i----1 z~EZ, 
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4. DISCRETIZATION OF MAPS 
We now turn our attention to multivalued maps as a method of discretizing single-valued 
maps. A map F : X --* :P(Y), where X, Y are two arbitrary sets, will be called a raultivalued 
map from X to Y and will be denoted briefly by F : X ~ Y. For A c X, B C Y, we put 
domE := {x E X IF(x) ~ 0}, 
F(A) := U{F(x) l x • A}, 
F*-I(B) := {x • X I F(x) A B # 0}, 
F- l (S)  := {x • domF I F(x ) C S}. 
The set domF will be called the domain o fF .  The sets F(A), F*-I(B), F-I(B) will be called the 
image of A, the weak preimage of B and the preimage of B under F, respectively. In the sequel, we 
will use multivalued maps both in topological setting and in purely set theoretical setting. In the 
first case, we assume that X, Y are metric spaces and we say that F is upper semicontinuous (usc) 
if F-I(U) is open for any open U C Y and F is lower semicontinuous (l c) if the set F*-I(U) 
is open for any open U C Y. For N C domF,  we put diamN F := sup{diamF(x)  : x • N}. 
The diameter of F over its domain will be called its size. If f : X ~ Y is a partial single-valued 
continuous map such that dom f = domF and f(x) • F(x) for every x • domF,  we will say 
that f is a selector of F. 
Since in the sequel we need multivalued maps which induce maps in cohomology, we introduce 
the concept of star-shaped multivalued maps. Let X C R p, Y c R q be two subspaces and let 
F : X ==t Y be a multivalued map. We will call it star-shaped if there exists a selector f : X -~ Y 
such that for any other selector g : X ~ Y and any x • dom F the whole segment joining f(x) 
and g(x) is contained in F(x). Notice that convex-valued maps which admit at least one selector 
are in particular star shaped. 
It is now an easy consequence of the definition of star-shaped maps that they induce maps in 
homology and cohomology. More precisely, if F : X ~ Y is a star-shaped multivalued map, then 
we define 
F. :=/ . :  H.(X)  -~ H.(Y),  
F* := f*: H*(Y) -~ H*(X), 
where f : X --* Y is an arbitrary selector of F. The definition is correct because F admits at 
least one selector, and evidently any two selectors are homotopic. 
If F : (X, X0) ~ (Y, ]I0) is a star-shaped multivalued map of pairs, then in a similar way we 
define the maps 
F. : g . (X ,  Xo) -~ H.(Y, Yo), 
F* : H*(Y, Yo) --~ H*(X, Xo). 
Our next step is to introduce the concept of representable multivalued maps. Assume G, G' 
are grids, respectively, in X and Y. A multivalued map F : X ~ Y will be called representable 
over G, G' if the following conditions are satisfied: 
dom F is a representable s t over 
for every x E dom F, the set F(x) is representable over G~ 
~(x) = ~(y) ~ F(x) = F(y). 
Let U C X and let f : U ~ Y be a single-valued map. We will say that a multivalued map 
F : X :=$ Y is a representation ff over ~, ~' if F is representable over g, G r and f is a selector 
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of F IU. A tool providing multivalued representations of single-valued maps is based on the concept 
of a combinatorial multivalued map. A map ~- : G ~ G~ will be called a combinatorial multivalued 
map if dom ~- is finite and for any a • dom ~', the family ~'(a) is finite. The map ~- will be called 
convex if for any a • dom ~-, the set [~'(a)[ is convex. The map 5 r will be called a representation 
o f f  over ~,g '  if U C [dome[ and for every a • dome- and x • U N a, we have f (x)  • [~r(a)[. 
We set 
diam ~" := max {diam [St(a)[ [ a • domSr}. 
With a combinatorial multivalued map 9 r, we associate the following two multivalued maps: 
L~J : IGI ~ x -~ ~{I .~(a) l  I a • G(x)} • P ( IQ' I ) ,  
I - f l  : IGI ~ := ~ U{ l~ ' (a ) l  I a • G(x)} e P ( IG' I ) .  
(12) 
(13) 
THEOREM 4.1. The map [~-J is /sc, the map [~'] is usc and both maps are representable. 
Moreover, ff ~ is a representation of f : U --* X ,  then also [~-J and [5 r] are representations of f 
and diam [~'J < diana 9 r ,  diam [J~'] < 2 diam 5 r .  Additionally, if :F is a convex representation of a 
single-vMued map, then both [~'J and [~'] are star shaped. 
PROOF. Take an x • X. It follows from (7) and the definitions of [jrj and [~-] that we can 
choose an open neighbourhood U(x) of x such that 
z' • u(z) ~ [~-J(z) c [~-3 (z'), [~] (z') c [7](~). 
It follows that for any open set V C Y, we have 
x • L~J*-~(v) ~ U(x) c L~-J*-x(v), 
• r~-~(v)  ~ u(~) c F~-~(v) ,  
i.e., [gvJ is lsc and [~'] is usc. 
The rest of the assertion is an easy exercise. | 
In order to apply fruitfully representable multivalued maps to single-valued maps, we need to 
know if single-valued maps may be approximated by multivalued representable maps. We will 
say that a sequence {Fn : X ~ Y}  of m.v. maps uniformly converges to a single-valued map 
f : X --* Y; briefly Fn --* f ,  if for every e > 0, there exists an N E N such that for any x E dom f 
and n _> N, we have Fn(x) C B( f (x ) ,  e). The approximation is possible in the case of Lipschitz 
continuous maps, as the following theorems how. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that {~n}, {~n} are two sequences of convex grids, respectively, in R p 
and R a with diameters going to zero. Furthermore, assume that f : R p -~ ~q is L-Lipschitz 
continuous and dom f is relatively compact. Then there exist sequences {F,~}, {Gn} : R p : t  ~q 
of representable multivalued maps such that 
(i) Fn and Gn are representations of f over Gn, ~,  
(ii) Gn is lsc, Fn is usc, and they are both star shaped, 
(iii) Fn --* f and Gn -* f .  
PROOF. Assume first that G, ? /are two fixed grids in R p and Rq, respectively. Put ,4 := G(dom f)  
and take an e > 0. Select finite sets of points {Xg}ge~, {Yg}geA such that xg • g N domf  and 
dist(f(Xg), yg) < e and define the following combinatorial multivalued map: 
(~/ (B  (yg, L diam G + e)), g • A, 
~- : ~ ~ g --* 0, otherwise. 
It is straightforward to verify that ~r is a combinatorial representation f f .  Take en -~ 0 and 
let ~n denote the multivalued combinatorial map constructed as ~r, but with respect o ~n, ~n,  
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Figure 1. A multivalued representation f a single-valued map f .  
and en. Put Gn := [~'nJ, Fn := [~'nl. It is an easy exercise to verify that Gn and Fn satisfy the 
assertions of Theorem 4.2. I 
Figure 1 shows the idea of a construction of a multivalued representation f a one-dimensional 
map f .  Note that in practical applications, everal factors may contribute to the error estimate 
given by e in the construction of a multivalued representation. For instance, if our map f is a 
t-translation operator along the trajectories of a differential equation with polynomial right-hand 
side, then e will be the sum of the error estimate coming from the evaluation of the vector field 
in interval arithmetic and the error estimate of the numerical method applied to find numerically 
the t-translation operator. 
5. INHERITABLE PROPERTIES  
OF  REPRESENTABLE MV MAPS 
As we mentioned in the introduction, the multivalued maps constitute a tool for verifying 
properties of single-valued maps. To make it work, we need a class of properties which carry over 
from multivalued maps to their single-valued selectors. More precisely, assume A is a collection 
of multivalued maps and ~(F)  is a property of such maps. We will say that ~ is inheritable if 
the fact that ~(F)  holds for some multivalued map F E ,4 implies that it holds for every single- 
valued selector of F in ,4. An inheritable property ~ will be called strongly inheritable if for any 
single-valued map f E ,4 such that ~(f )  and for any sequence {Fn} C ,4 satisfying Fn --* f 
we have ~(Fn) for n sufficiently large. If a (F )  is a term, then we will say that a is inheritable 
(strongly inheritable) if for any x the property a(F)  = x is inheritable (strongly inheritable). 
Inheritable properties are nice because they may be proved for single-valued maps via checking 
them in a finite combinatorial computation for a sufficiently good multivalued representation. 
Unfortunately, in general, they do not provide very useful information about the single-valued 
map. Thus, the idea of applying them to solve concrete problems would be nothing else but 
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wishful thinking if interesting theorems based on inheritable properties were not available. In the 
rest of the paper, we want to give examples which show that useful theorems of this kind may 
be constructed. In this section, we begin with very simple examples. 
The simplest one is the Bolzano Theorem. Take ,4 = {F : R p ~ R} and consider the following 
three properties: 
~(F) ¢~ qx E R v, Vy E F(z)y > O, 
13(F) ¢~ 3z E R p, V y E F(x)y > O, 
7(F) ¢* 3x e R p F(x) ~ O. 
The Bolzano Theorem may be viewed as converting strong inequalities (property ~) to the ex- 
istence of zeros (property "y--note that in the special case of single-valued maps, this property 
actually turns into the existence of zeros). Property 7 is not inheritable, but property c~ is 
strongly inheritable. Thus, if a single-valued map satisfies property c~, then a sufficiently power- 
ful computer will be able to verify it. Property f~ is also inheritable, but not strongly inheritable, 
which may cause failure in an attempt o verify it. 
The above example applies only to real-valued maps. Our next example, the Brouwer Fixed 
Point Theorem, works in any finite dimension. Assume ,4 = {F : R p ==t R v} and let B be the 
unit ball in R p. Consider the following three properties: 
#(F) ¢~ F(S) C . /B ,  
~(F) ~ F(B) C B, 
~(F) ¢v 3x E Bx E F(x). 
The Brouwer fixed point theorem may be viewed as converting property v into property ~ which-- 
when restricted to single-valued maps--becomes the existence of a fixed point of the map. Again, 
property n is not inheritable, but property # is inheritable. It is even better if the map satisfies 
property #, which is strongly inheritable, because this property will always be verified with 
sufficient computational power. 
6. AN ELEMENTARY GEOMETRIC  EXAMPLE 
In this section, we want to describe a geometric riterion for the existence of chaotic dynamics, 
in which the only assumption concerning the dynamics is inheritable. Thus, the criterion is 
a natural tool for computer assisted proofs in dynamics, and such proofs are already available 
(see [21,22]). Unlike our next example, the criterion is quite elementary. 
Let X be a polyhedron and X0 its subpolyhedron. By an arc in X with endpoints in X0, we 
mean a continuous map a : [0, 1] --* X, such that a({O, 1}) C X0 and denote it by 
~:  ([0,1],{0,1}) -~ (X, Xo). 
We recall that two maps f, g : (X, X0) -~ (Y, ]I0) are called homotopic relative to Xo if there 
exists a continuous map F :  X × [0, 1] --* Y such that F(Xo × [0, 1]) C Y0 and F(x,O) = f(x), 
F(x, 1) = g(x) for x E [0, 1]. It is easy to see that the homotopy relative to X0 is an equivalence 
relation. Let 
F(X, Xo) := {[~] I ~ : ([0, 1], {0, 1}) -~ (X, Xo)} 
denote the family of homotopy classes of arcs in X with endpoints in X0. 
We will say that (A, Ao) is an/-pair  if it is homotopically equivalent to the pair ([0, 1], {0, 1}), 
i.e., if there exist maps 
f :  (A, Ao) ~ ([0, 1], {0, 1}) and g: ([0, 1], {0, 1}) ---, (A, Ao), 
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such that gf is homotopic to identity in A relative A0 and fg is homotopic to identity in [0, 1] 
relative {0,1}. It is easy to verify that if (A, A0) is an/-pair ,  then A is contractible, and Ao 
has exactly two arcwise connected components, which we will denote by A o, A +. Moreover, if 
~0,~1 • F(A, A0), then [~0] = [~1], iff ~0(0),~1(0) and ~0(1),~1(1) are in the same components 
of A0. In particular, F(A, A0) has exactly four elements [~i,j] for i , j  • {- ,+},  where ~i,j : 
([0,1],{0,1}) --* (A, Ao) is an arc such that ~i,j(0) • A~ and ~i,j(1) • A~. An example of an 
/-pair with representants of the four elements of F(A, A0) is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2. An example of an/-pair. 
Let J0 := [-2, -1], J1 := [1,2], J := J0 O J1. For i = 0, 1, define the map 
#i : Ji ~ s --* 6s + (-1)i9 • R, 
and put # :-- #0 U #x : J ~ R. Assume that N = Z x J, where Z is a contractible space. Put 
N h := Z x {-2, -1,  1, 2}, N v := cl(bdN\gh),  N~ := Z x J~, N h := Z x bd Ji, N~ := Z x bd ± Ji, 
where bd Ji stands for the doubleton consisting of the endpoints of J~ and bd ± J~ denote the 
singletons consisting of the left and right endpoints of J~, respectively. For a point c E Z and 
i = 0,1, define a map #c: ([0, 1], {0,1}) --* (X \N  v, X \N)  by #C(s) := (c, #(6s - 3)). 
The following theorem is a variant of a result by Zgliczyfiski (comp. [23]). We include its proof 
for sake of completeness, but postpone it to the Appendix. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume f : X --* X is a homeomorphism and there exists an I-pair (A, Ao) such 
that 
(i) AnN~=~,AonN=~, 
(ii) f maps the triple (N~,N~-,N +) into the triple (A, Ao,A~), 
(iii) i: (A, Ao) --* (X \N  ~, X \Y )  maps [~_+] onto [#c] e r ( z \Y  ~, z \g ) .  
Then for any p e N and any a = (a0, O~1 . . . . .  OLp--1 E {0, 1} p, there exists an x 6 Per(N, f )  such 
that f~(x) e N~, for i e Zp and fP(x) = x. 
An example of a two-dimensional map satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 is shown in 
Figure 3. 
In Theorem 6.1, the only assumption concerning f is the inclusion condition on the image of 
Ni, N( ,  N + under f ,  and such a condition is obviously inheritable. Thus, in order to apply the 
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Figure 3. An example of a map satisfying the assumptions ofTheorem 6.1. 
above theorem, it is enough to check this condition for a multivalued representation f f which 
is sufficiently close to f .  Evidently, this is an elementary combinatorial problem which may be 
solved in a finite computation. A computer assisted proof of chaos in the Hdnon map and in the 
RSssler equation, which is based on the above theorem may be found in [21,22]. 
7. ISOLAT ING NE IGHBOURHOODS AND THE CONLEY INDEX 
Our final but most important examples of inheritable properties (terms) are the concepts of 
the isolating neighborhood and the Conley index. Their importance comes from the fact that the 
Conley index has an established position as a tool in proving various existence results in dynamics 
ranging from the existence of stationary and periodic trajectories and heteroclinic onnections 
to the existence of semiconjugacies onto some prescribed ynamics, including chaotic dynamics 
(see [17-20] and references therein). 
For the convenience of the reader, we first recall briefly the basics of the theory as developed 
in [24]. Assume X is a locally compact metric space and f : X --* X is a homeomorphism. 
Then f generates a discrete dynamical system 
f :  Z x Z ~ (x,n) --* f(x,n) := fn(x) E X 
denoted also by f .  
Let N C X be a compact set. The invariant part of N is given by 
Inv(N, f )  := InvN := {x E N{Vn E Z fn(x) E N) .  
The set S C X is called invariant, if Inv S = S. 
The following two properties are straightforward. 
N C M ~ InvN C InvM, (14) 
Inv(Inv N) = Inv N. (15) 
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The set N is called an isolating neighborhood if any of the following two equivalent conditions 
is satisfied: 
Vx • bdN 3n • Z f (x ,n)  • N, 
InvN C /N .  
If N is an isolating neighborhood then, by (15), the set S := InvN is invariant. It is called an 
isolated invariant set because one can easily verify that it is the maximal invariant set contained 
in N 
One of the fundamental nd most difficult questions in dynamics i the existence of invariant 
sets. Isolating neighborhoods, which are relatively easier to establish, turn out to be helpful. 
Unfortunately, constructing an isolating neighborhood N in itself is not sufficient because the set 
Inv N may be, and actually often is, empty. However, the topology of N relative to the dynamics 
of f carries information about Inv N which may be used not only to show that Inv N is nonempty, 
but even to deduce something about he internal structure of Inv N. To be more precise, we need 
the concept of an index pair. 
The pair P = (P1,P2) of compact subsets of N is called an index pair of S in N, iff the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
x e P~, f(x)  • N=~ f(x) • Pi, i=1 ,2 ,  (16) 
x • P1, f (x)  ¢ N=~ x e P2, (17) 
C ] (PI\P2) • (18) InvN 
The second element in the pair is usually called the ex/t set. 
It can be easily derived from the definition of the index pair that f induces a map of pairs 
IP : (P1,/>2) ~ x ~ f(x)  • (Pl U I (Pu), P2 U f (P2)), 
and the inclusion 
ip : (Pl, P~) ~ x -~ x • (Pl u (P2), P2 u / (P2)), 
induces an isomorphism in Alexander-Spanier cohomology. The endomorphism 
H* (fp) o H* (ip) -1 of H*(P), 
where H* denotes the Alexander-Spanier cohomology, is called the index map associated with 
the index pair P and denoted by Ip. 
The Conley index is obtained from (H* (P), Ip) by quotienting out the generalized kernel of Ip. 
Thus, it takes the form of a pair 
Con*(N, f) :-- Con*iN ) = (CH*(N), x*(N)), 
where CH*(N) is a vector space and x*(N) : CH*(N) --. CH*(N) is an automorphism. It does 
not depend on the particular choice of an index pair, and if N1, N2 are two isolating neighborhoods 
which isolate the same isolated invariant set S, then they have the same index (see [24] for details). 
The fundamental property of the Conley index states that if the index is nontrivial (i.e., different 
from the zero vector space), then the corresponding isolated invariant set is nonempty. 
As an example, let us take X := R 2, N := {(x, y) • R 2 I Ix[ < 2, lyl <- 2} and the following 
two maps: 
/ :R2~(x ,y )  --, x+ l ,~ •R  2, 
g : R 2 ~ (x, y) ---, -2x ,  g • 
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Figure 4. Two isolating neighborhoods. 
Since both f and g are affine, it is possible and easy to find formulas for iterates of f and g, 
and consequently, an elementary computation shows that Inv(N, f )  = $, Inv(N, g) = {0~. Thus, 
in both cases, N is an isolating neighborhood. 
Let us take P = (P1, P2), Q = (QI, Q2), (see Figure 4), where 
P1 :=Q1 := N, 
P2 :={(z,y) eY l  1 < z < 2}, 
Q2 := {(x, y) E Y I 1 _< IxI < 2}. 
Again, an elementary computation shows that P is an index pair under f in N and Q is an 
index pair under g in N. The reader familiar with algebraic topology will also easily compute that 
Con(N, f )  = ~0}, Con(N, g) = (R, - id). But even without kaowledge of algebraic topology, the 
reader shouldn't hesitate to believe that, in case of g, contrary to f ,  it is not possible to construct 
an index pair with contractible exit set, and that this is related to the fact that Inv(N, g) ¢ 0. 
We will show that both the isolating neighborhood and the index pair constitute inheritable 
terms (actually, one can show in case of the usc mv maps that the Conley index theory extends 
to a certain subclass of such maps--comp. [25]), and the Conley index becomes an inheritable 
property. We need to explain first how these concepts may be extended to multivalued ynamical 
systems. Assume F : X × Z ::t X is a multivalued map. We will say that F is a multivalued 
discrete dynamical system (mvdds) on the space X, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
F(x, O) --- x, 
y E F(x, n) ~ x E F(y, -n),  
nm >_ O :~ F (F(x, n), m) = F(x, n + m). 
Assume N C X. A function a : Z -* N satisfying a(0) = x and a(n + 1) E F(a(n)) will be called 
a solution through x in N. We put 
Inv(N) := Inv(N, F) := {x E N [ 3a : Z --* N a solution through x}. 
The following proposition follows immediately from the definition of a solution and the definition 
of a selector. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. I f  f is a selector of F, then 
Inv(N, f )  C Inv(N, F). 
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The set N is said to be an isolating neighbourhood for F if 
v(Inv N) C f N, BdiamN 
where diamN F is the maximal diameter of the values of F in N. It is said to be a pseudo-isolating 
neighborhood for F if 
V x E bd N3n E ZF(x, n) N N = 0. 
THEOREM 7.2. Both the pseudo-isolating eighborhood and the isolating neighborhood are in- 
heritable terms. The isolating neighborhood is also a strongly inheritable term. 
PRoof. Let N be a pseudo-isolating eighborhood for F, and let f be a selector of F. Let 
x E Inv(N, f). Then fn(x) E N N F(x, n) for all n E Z. It follows that x • bd N, thus x E f N. 
Assume in turn that N is an isolating neighborhood for F. Then, 
Inv(Y, f) c Inv(g, F) c BdiamN F(Inv(Y, F)) C f N. | 
Let N be an isolating neighbourhood for F. A pair P = (PI,P2) of compact subsets P2 C 
P1 C N is called an index pair if the following conditions are satisfied: 
F(Pi) n Y c Pi, i = 1, 2; (19) 
F (PI\P2) C N; (20) 
Inv Y C / (Pl\P ) . (21) 
PROPOSITION 7.3. I[ P is an index pair [or N, then the indnsion 
ip : F(P) C T(P) := (P1 U F (P2), P2 U F (P2)) 
induces an isomorphism in the A1exander-Spanier cohomology. 
In order to define the index map in the multivalued case, we need mv maps which induce maps 
in cohomology. Thus, from now on, we restrict our attention to star-shaped maps. 
Let Fp, T(p) : P ==t T(P) be the restriction of F to domain P and codomain T(P). The 
endomorphism Iv :-- H*(Fp, T(p) ) o H*(ip) -1 of H*(P) is called the index map associated with 
the index pair P. 
THEOREM 7.4. Assume N is an isolating neighborhood with respect to a mvds F and P = 
(P1, P2) is an index pair in N. Then for any single-valued selector f of F, the pair P is also an 
index pair for f . Moreover, the index maps induced by F and f coincide. 
PROOF. Properties (16),(17) are immediate. Property (18) follows from Proposition 7.1. Homo- 
morphism H* (Fp, T(p)) and H* (fP, T(P)) coincide by the definition of cohomology induced maps 
by star-shaped maps. Thus also, the index maps induced by F and f coincide. | 
Theorem 7.4 in particular means that one can extend the Conley index to discrete multivalued 
dynamical systems generated by star-shaped maps by taking as the index, the Conley index of 
any its selector. 
COROLLARY 7.5. The index pair, the index map, and consequently, also the Conley index are 
strongly inheritable terms. 
The fact that the Conley index is an inheritable term does not immediately mean that every 
condition formulated in terms of the Conley index is inheritable. To see this, take X = S 1 = R/Z 
and 
f :  X ~ Ix] -~ [x(2- x)] e X, 
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where [x], for x e R, denotes the equivalence class of x in R/Z and [a,b], for a,b E R, denotes 
the closed interval in R. Then F(A) = S 1, thus, F(A) is an isolating neighborhood for F. 
However [0], a fixed point of f ,  is easily seen to belong to bd f (A) .  Thus, f (A)  is not an isolating 
neighborhood under f ,  which means that "F(A) is an isolating neighborhood for F" is not an 
inheritable property. 
This example shows that not every theorem in terms of the Conley index automatically provides 
a tool for computer assisted proofs. 
Sometimes a reformulation helps. The following theorem is a special case of [26, Theorem 2.3]. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let N = No U N1 be an isolating neighborhood under f where No and N1 are 
disjoint compact sets. For k, l = O, 1, let Mkl = Nk n f(Nl) .  Let Nlk := Mkk t_J Mkl U Mlt. Assume 
that 
(Q, id), i fn= l ,  
Con n ( Nk , f )  = O, otherwise, 
and that x*(Ntk, f )  is not conjugate to x*(Nk, f )  ~x*(Nt , f ) .  Then, there exists a d E N and a 
continuous urjection p : Inv(N, f)  ~ ~2 such that 
po f d = aop,  
where a : ~2 --* ~2 is the full shift dynamics on two symbols. 
The assumptions of this theorem are not inheritable, because the isolating neighborhoods in
the assumption are defined in terms of the map itself, like in the preceding example. However, 
Theorem 7.6 implies the following theorem, in which all assumptions are inheritable. 
THEOREM 7.7. Assume Mij for i, j E (0, 1 } are disjoint compact sets such that N := Moo tA Mol tJ 
Mlo U Ml l  is an isolating neighborhood under f . Furthermore, assume that Ni := M~o U Mil 
satisfy 
N n / (N0 c M0~ u Mli, (22) 
(Q, id), if n = 1, 
Con n (Nk, f )  = O, otherwise, (23) 
and x*(Nlk, f )  is not conjugate to x*(Nk, f )  • x*(Nl , f ) .  Then, there exists a d E N and a 
continuous urjection p : Inv(N, f)  --* ~2 such that 
po fd=aop,  
where a : E2 ~ ~2 is the full shift dynamics on two symbols. 
PROOF. Put Mi~ := Ni n f (N j )  and Nij  := Moo n Mq n Ml l .  It is sufficient o show that 
Inv Nq = Inv Nij for i ~ j ,  because then also the assumptions of Theorem 7.6 are satisfied. We 
have 
Mq = Ni N f (Nj) C (Mi0 t_J Mil) N (M0j U Mlj) -- Mij. 
Thus, N~j C Nij, and by (14) InvNq C InvNq. We will show that InvNq C N~j. Assume the 
contrary. Then there exists an x E InvN i j \Nq .  In particular, x = f(u) for some u E Nq C N. 
We have either x E Ni  or x e Mjj. In the first case, we get u ~ Ni and u ~ N~, a contradiction. 
In the other case, we get u E Ni, thus, x E M0i tJ Mli, but also x E Mjj, a contradiction again, 
because i ~ j. Now (14) and (15) show that InvN~j -- InvNq. | 
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8. REDUCTION TO COMBINATORIAL  PROBLEMS 
In the preceding section, we showed that the Conley index theory also leads to inheritable 
properties. However, unlike our previous example, it is not so evident hat the computation ofthe 
Conley index for a representable multivalued map reduces to a finite combinatorial computation. 
Although a representable multivalued map admits a finite coding, an infinite number of iterates 
of F is involved in the definition of the isolating neighborhood, which makes the problem delicate. 
More precisely, what is needed are algorithmic methods of verifying if a given compact set is an 
isolating neighborhood with respect o a given representable multivalued ynamical system and 
finding an index pair, and consequently, the Conley index. In this section, we address this 
question restricted to a relatively simple special case of the isolating neighborhood, the so-called 
isolating blocks. The answer, in the general case, is also positive, but since the case is much more 
complicated, it will be treated separately in [27]. 
The task becomes relatively simple if we reduce our attention to isolating blocks. We say 
that N is an isolating block if 
BdiamNF (F*- I(N) O N n cl F(N)) C / N. 
It is straightforward to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 8. i. We have 
(24) 
InvN C F*-I(N) n N n F(N). 
COROLLARY 8.2. If N is an isolating block, then N is an isolating neighborhood. 
To be able to construct an index pair, we need to restrict our attention to lsc and usc maps 
only. We will treat each case separately. 
We begin with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.3. Assume F is usc and N is an isolating block for F. Define 
Then (N,N-)  is an index pair for F in N. 
PI~OOF. First observe that since F is usc, N -  is closed. Obviously, N satisfies (19). In order 
to prove (19) for N - ,  take x • N-  and assume y • F(x) AN\N- .  Then y E F- I ( fN) ,  i.e., 
F(y) C f N C N. Hence, we have 
y • F-I(N) ANAF(N)  c c lF*- l (N)  N NAc lF (N) .  
Now, x • N-  implies F(x) ~t f N. Let z • F(x)\ f N. Since both y and z are in F(x), we have 
from (24) 
z • B (y, diamg F) C B (f*- l(g) n N n F(N), diamN F) C ] N, 
I 
a contradiction. 
Assume in turn that x • N and F(x)\N ~t 0. Then F(x) ~ f N, and consequently, x • N- ,  
which proves (20). 
Finally observe that f (g \N- )  -- fN  N F - I ( fN) .  It follows from Proposition 8.1 that 
InvN C fN .  In order to prove (21), we need to show that InvN c F- I ( fN) .  For this end, 
take x • Inv N. Then F(x) n Inv N ~t 0, i.e., F(x) C B(Inv N, diamN F) C f N. This completes 
the proof. I 
PROPOSITION 8.4. 
and N. C ~. Then, 
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Assume Q, Q' are grids in X ,  j r  : Q ~ Q, is a combinatorial multivalued map 
f .~ (IN.I) = I~(N.* ) I ,  (25) 
c l r .F ]  * -1  (IN.I) = I . r * - I  (N.*)I, (26) 
cl (IN.I) \ r~  --1 (IN.I) = I.N'\.r-I(N.)I • (27) 
PROOF. Property (25) follows from the following sequence of mutually equivalent conditions: 
y • [4  (IN.I), 
3x x • IN.I, y • ry] (x), 
3xSax • IN.I ,a • g(xO, y • I~'(a)l,  
3x3a3g x • g, g • .hf, x • a, y • I~(a) l, 
3aSgg • jV ' ,gNa • @,y • I~'(a)l, 
3aa • .N'* y • I~-(a)], 
y • I .r(N.*)l  • 
Similarly, property (26) follows from the following sequence of mutually equivalent conditions: 
x • r.r l*-~(iN. i) ,  r.~ (:r) n IN.I # O, 
3y y • r~-] (:r) n IN.I, 
3y3u3v3a x • u • iV', y • v • N., v • .T'(u), y • a • A/', 
3u3v3a x • u, v n a ~ {~, v • .T'(u), 
3u3v x • u, v • N.* n .T(u), 
3'U,X • 'U, t/, • Jv*-l(JV'*), 
x • l~*-1 (N.')I . 
In order to prove that 
it is enough to prove that 
ci (IN.I \ l . r l  -~ IN'l) c I~-~(.,xOI, 
IN.I \ F~ -1 (I.,V'l) c 
because the set [flf\~'-l(Af)[ is compact. Thus, take x • ] J~f l \ r ,~- l ( I j~ fD . Then there exists an 
a • JV" such that x • a and [~'(a)l ~ [N.[. Then, by (8), ~'(a) ~ J~f, i.e., a • f l /~'- l ( jV') ,  and 
consequently, x • [N.~' -  I(N.)[. 
To prove the opposite inclusion, take x • [N.~--I(N.)[. Choose an a • N.\~--I(N.) such 
that x • a. By (6), we can choose {x,} C fa ,  a sequence of points such that x ,  --* x. 
Since then Q(x,) = {a}, we have r~rT(xn) = I~r(a)l and I~(a)[ ~ IN.I by (8). It follows that 
x n • IJ~f]\ f,~cT-l(IjV'l) and x • cl(]JV'I\[gvT-I(IJV'I)). II 
We now have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.5. Assttme ~ is a grid in X and jr  : Q ::t Q is a combinatorial multivalued map. I f  
N. = dora ~"/s such that 
B2 diam .T" ([ ~-  1 (j~f.) f-) ~ (j~f*)* [, bd IN.I) c / IN.I, (28) 
then IXI is an ~ohUng block for r>l ~.d (IN.I, I Jv~' - I (X)  I) is an index pa~ for r.~ in INI. 
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PROOF. From Proposition 8.4, property (11) and Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
( ry l  *-1 (i.,Vl) n I.Afl n r~l  (I.NI)) c B2diam4r ([~:,-1 (H*) n ~:(P)*I) c [ Bdiam[Y] I~fl, 
(29) 
Thus, IAf] is an isolating neighborhood for [~']. The rest of the assertion follows from Theorem 8.3 
and property (27). I 
Although the theory of lower semicontinuous multivalued maps is considered, in general, to 
be less satisfactory than the case of the upper semicontinuous maps, from the point of view of 
computer assisted proofs, it seems to be an attractive alternative, because in the constructions 
given by (13), one has to double the diameter of numerically computed maps just to extend the 
map to the points in the boundary of the grid. This means that it is harder to find an isolating 
neighborhood. In the other case, we do not need to double the diameter. 
The theorem below shows how an index pair may be found in case of an isolating block and a 
lower semicontinuous mvds. 
THEOREM 8.6. Assume F is lsc and N is an isolating block for F. Define 
N-  := N\  /g  (N MF-X(N)) .  
Then ( N, N - )  is an index pair for F in N. 
PROOF. Obviously N-  is closed and N satisfies (19). In order to prove (19) for N - ,  take x • N-  
and assume that y • F(x) M N\N- .  Then y • fg (N  N F- I (N) )  and there exists a sequence 
{xn} C N such that x~ ~ x and xn ¢ F - I (N) .  Select zn E F(xn) \N and take e > 0 such that 
B (F* - l (g )  N g M F(N), diamN F + e) C / N. 
Lower semicontinuity of F implies that there exists an no • N such that F(x) C B(F(xno), e). 
Since y e F(x), there exists a z • F(x,~o) such that dist(y, z) < e. Hence, 
dist (y, Zno) <-- dist (y, z) + dist (z, Z~o) < e + diamN F. 
Since y E F*-X(N) M N M F(N), it follows that 
• B (F* - I (N)  M N M F(N), diarng F + e) C f Zn o N, 
a contradiction. This proves (19) for N - .  
Assume in turn that x • N and F(x ) \N  ~ 0. Then x q[ F-a(N),  i.e., x • N- ,  which 
proves (20). Finally, observe that f (g \Y - )  = fg  N f f - l (Y ) .  In order to prove (21), it 
is sufficient o show that InvN C fF-I(N), because InvN C fN by Proposition 8.1. If 
InvN q: f F -X(N) ,  then there exists a sequence {xn} C X, such that xn --* x • InvN and 
F(xn) ~ N. Select zn • F(x,~)\N and take an e > 0 and an no • N as in the proof of (19). Since 
x • InvN,  we can take a y • F(x) M InvN. Then y • F(x) C B(F(xno),e), hence, there exists 
a z • F(xno) such that dist(y, z) _< e. Arguing as in the proof of (19), we find that Zno • fN, a 
contradiction. I 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Assume ~, ~' are grids in X, jr : G ~ ~' is a multivalued map and .N" c G. 
Then 
L~J (INI) = t~(.A/')I, 
clL~J *-x (IN'l) = I~*-'(~)1, 
cl (I.Afl \ LTJ-I(I.Aa) = IN\ . .~- '  (.A01 • 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
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PROOF. Let y E [~'J(x) for some x E IJVl. Let a ~  t(x)nN. Then, y 6 I~(a)l c I (N)I. Thus, 
/~'J(iAf]) C ]Y(A/')]. On the contrary, if y E ]~'(A/')], then y E ]~'(a)] for some a E J~f. Choose 
x E fa .  Then, z E I Af] and A(x)  = {a}. Consequently, LgVJ(x) = 19V(a)l, i.e., y E LgVJ(iAfl). 
This proves (30). 
I f x  e [~'J*-t(JY'), then there exists an a e Af such that x e a and ~'(a) nAf  ~ 0. Thus, a E 
~-.-l(j~f) and x • ]~'*-l(JV')I. This shows that [~'J*-l(IAfI) c Igr*-I(A/')I and since I~*-t(A;)I 
is closed also clt~'J*-l(iAf]) c ]~'*-l(Af)I. To prove the opposite inclusion, take x E a E A such 
that 2"(a) ¢qA/" ~ 0. By (6), there exists a sequence {xn} C fa  of points such that x ,  --- x. 
By (5), k: J(xn)nl ;I = I~'(a)lnl~;I c lYr(a) nAZI # ~, i.e., Xn E L~'J*-I(IJVI), and consequently, 
x • clL~'J*-x(iAfl). This proves (31). 
Assume in turn that x E ]HI\L~'I-I(IAf]). Thus, there exists an a • ,4 such that x • a and 
~'(a) g Af. Thus, a E Af\~'-I(A/") and x • ]Af\~'-I(A/')I. This proves that the left-hand side 
of (32) is contained in the right-hand side. To prove the opposite inclusion, take x • a • Af 
such that 9V(a) ¢[ Jkf. Take a' • JC(a)\Af and x' • fa'. Then, by (5), x' • I~(a)l\lAzl, 
i.e., ]~'(a)] g ]iV" I. Now let {Xn} C fa  be a sequence of points such that Xn --* x. Then, 
[~'J(zn) = I~'(a)] ~ [J~Cl, i.e., Xn • IAfl\[~'J-l(lAZl), and consequently, x • cl(IAfl\[~'J-l(lAZl)). 
This proves (32). | 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 8.8. 
THEOREM 8.8. Assume ~ is a grid in X and ~ : ~ ~ ~ is a combinatorial multivedued map. I f  
A/" = dom, 9 t- is such that 
Bdiam,Y" (I,.~"*-I (J V') n ,~"(J~f)* I, bd I.N'I) c f I.nz'l, (33) 
INI is an isolat  block and (IHI, IH\7- (N)I) is an inde  L '/in INI. 
PROOF. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.5, but is based on Theorem 8.6 and 
Proposition 8.7. | 
It is a straightforward task to write algorithms verifying conditions (28) and (33) and construct- 
ing the associated index pair for a given Af and ~', because both iV" and ~" are finite objects. 
Thus, Theorems 8.5 and 8.8 show that finding the Conley index of a representable multivaiued 
dynamical system induced by a combinatorial representable multivalued map is reduced to a 
combinatorial computation, at least in the case of an isolating block. The fundamental question 
as to what is the complexity of finding the Conley index remains an important open problem. 
However, regardless of what the complexity is, it is low enough to admit concrete applications. 
A computer assisted proof of chaos in the Lorenz equations based on Theorem 8.8 with a proto- 
type algorithm verifying condition (33) is presented in [1,14]. More advanced techniques will be 
discussed in [15]. 
APPENDIX  
The main tool needed in the proof of Theorem 6.1 is the fixed point index (see [28]). It is an 
integer associated with a map and a set, which--whenever nonzero--implies that the map has a 
fixed point in the given set. To be more concrete, assume that X is a nice topological space like 
a polyhedron (the general assumption is X is a metric ANR), f : X --* X is a continuous map, 
and N C X is a compact subset. The set of fixed points of f is 
Fix(f) := {x E X I f (x )  = x}.  
We say that N isolates its fixed points if N n F ix f  C fN, i.e., there are no fixed points of f 
on the boundary of N. If this is the case, then the fixed point index i (N, f )  is defined. Its main 
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features are 
i(N,f)?~O ~ YnF ix f  ¢O, 
NoFIXS=N' FIXS  f f g' 
NnF ix f~ c f N, he ~ i(N, fx) -- const. 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
In the last property, it is assumed that  {fA},~E[0,1] is a family of continuous maps continuously 
depending on A. 
Periodic points of f are just fixed points of some iterate of f .  Thus, it is not surprising that 
the fixed point index may be also used to detect periodic trajectories. Let us define 
Per(N, f ) : - -  {x • Fix( In) In • N, f~(x) • N, i = 0 ,1 , . . .n} .  
We will say that N isolates its periodic points, if Per(N, $) C f N. 
For p • N, let Zp = {0, 1,. . .  ,p} denote the cyclic group of order p. Assume now, that N is 
a union of two, its disjoint closed subsets No and N1. Take a = (a0,a l , . . .  ,av-1) • {0, 1} zp. 
We are interested in the existence of a periodic point x of f which follows the pattern prescribed 
by a, i.e., f~(x) • Na, for i • 72. Thus, for M C N define 
G*(M,f) := N(/ -~(M NN.,) I i • Zp}, 
and 
where 
PROPOSITION A. 1. 
G~(M,f) :=  U {G~(M,f) I fl • [~]}, 
[c~] = {13 • {0, 1} zp 13a • zp/~+k = ~ for i • zp}.  
H N isolates periodic points, then also Go (N, f) isolates periodic points. 
PROOF. Assume Ga(N,f)  does not isolate its periodic points. Then, there exists an x E 
bd Ga (N, f )  O Per(Ga (N, f),  f).  Since the sets G~ (N, f )  for/3 • [a] are easily seen to be pairwise 
disjoint, we see that x • bd f - i (Nz,) ,  for some i • Zp, and consequently, Si(x) • bdNz~ c bdN.  
Obviously also, fi(x) • Per(N, f),  a contradiction. | 
Assume now that a family of continuous maps {f~ : X -~ X}~e[0,1] continuously depending 
on 3~, is given. The following proposition is an easy exercise (comp. [24]). 
PROPOSITION A.2. Assume that N isolates periodic points for all f ~, A • A. Then the following 
maps are upper semicontinuous: 
A -+ FixSx, 
-~ an (N, I~), 
-~ an (N,A) n FIX/~. 
Proposition A.1, in particular, means that Go(N, f) isolates the fixed points of fP, thus, the 
fixed point index i(Ga(N, f), fP) is well defined. We will show the following theorem. 
THEOREM A.3. /f  {f~ : X -* X}~e[0,1] is a family of continuous maps continuously depending 
on A and N isolates periodic points of f ~, then 
i (G, (N, f~)) = i (Ga (N, fP)). 
The theorem follows immediately from properties (35) and (36) and the following lemma. 
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LEMMA A.4. Assume that N isolates periodic points of fA for A • A and M C f N is a compact 
set such that N N FIX f~o C f N, for some Ao • [0, 1]. Then, there exists A, a neighborhood of Ao 
such that for every A • A 
as  (N ,A)  n F ix f~ = a~ (M, Ao ) N Fix E .  
PROOF. Since Ga(M, fAo) C Ga(f N, fAo) C Ga(N, fxo), it follows from the upper semiconti- 
nuity of A --* Ga(N, fx) that the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side for A close 
to A0. Similarly, since Ga(Y, fXo) Qf ix  f~' o c Ga(f M, fao) c f Ga(N, f~o), it follows from the 
upper semicontinuity of A --, Ga (N, fA) N Fix f f ,  that the opposite inclusion holds true for A close 
to A0. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. Define (D v, D) := (X \N  v, X \N) .  For i = 1, 2, define the arc ~i : 
([0, 1], {0, 1}) --* (A, A0) by ~i(s) := f(c, s -  (1 + (-1) i3/2))  for s • [0,1]. Assumption (ii) implies 
that ~1, ~2 are well defined and [~i] = [~-,+]. Thus, by assumption (iii), there exists a homotopy 
u~: ([0,1], {0, 1} --* (D v, D) such that u~ = .(~, u~ = pc. Define wt:  J --~ Z by 
{ s•J0, 
wt(s) := s•J1. 
Let rt : Z ---* Z be a homotopy joining idT and C T .  Define homotopies 
L(z, s) := / s),  
s) := w,(s), 
and let {ht} be the composition of these homotopies. Assumption (ii) and the definition of wt 
also imply that 
ht : (g ,g  h) ~ (D v,D). 
We will show that N isolates periodic points of hr. Indeed, if x E bd N, then either x • N h 
orx  • N v. I fx  • N h, then ht(x) tN .  I f x  • N ~, thenx  ~ght(N). Thus, in both casesx  
cannot be a periodic point in N. We have h0 -- f ,  hi : (x, s) --~ (c, p(s)). Now, let p • N and 
o~ = (Or0, O~1,... , Otp_l) • {0, 1} p. Theorem A.3 implies that i(Ga(N, f), fP) = i(Ga(N, hi), h~). 
Since hi is a product of a constant map and an explicitly given affine map, the computation of 
i(Ga(N, hx), h~) is a straightforward task, and the index turns out to be nontrivial. Thus, also 
i(Ga(N, f), fP) # 0 by property (36) of the fixed point index and the conclusion follows from 
property (34) of the fixed point index. | 
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